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User Centered Design Process Planning and Implementation

Problem:

Management knew they
needed user centered
design, but didn’t have a
plan to make it work.

Solution:

At Texas Instruments
Educational Technology,
and then at Emerson
Process Management I was
hired as the sole user
experience expert. I
worked with the existing
teams and software
development practices to
integrate UX into the
product development
lifecycle. I communicated
and trained UX to the
business, and built and
managed teams of UX
practitioners. This included
hiring, firing, coaching,
performance reviews,
compensation and bonus
decisions and other people
management skills.
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Customer Experience Mapping and Gap Analysis

Problem:

Different parts of the
business had no idea what
others were doing, and
how the general
disorganization affected
the customer and our
bottom line.

Solution:

I introduced the concept of
the customer journey to
the leadership team, and
organized a working group
of sales, marketing,
distribution, training, and
product marketing to map
the customer experience
from learning about the
product to purchasing and
using it. This opened eyes
from the beginning, when
VPs opened the box to see
what customers were faced
with when they tried to use
our product.

UX Journey Maps
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Problem:

Personas

When the business
‘designs it for everyone’, it
is typically usable by no
one…

Solution:

We mapped out a number
of user personas and
communicated them to
the business, especially the
developers who were now
able to answer the
question ‘Who is ever
going to use this feature?’
I employed personas early
on in requirements review
to strip out vague feature
requests and focus on
meeting real user needs.
At Emerson this is was so
ingrained every developer
and marketer knew who
‘Jenny’ was. I combined
personas with task
analyses to write usage
scenarios that kicked off
design activities.

UX Personas
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Problem:

GUI Control Set Specification

Creating a next-generation
handheld calculator
without an existing
platform.

Solution:

The TI Nspire handheld
changed the ‘DOS’-like
calculator experience to an
intuitive WIMP (windows,
icons, menu, pointer)
metaphor. Along with
defining the file system
actions and interaction
behavior, I created the
pixel-perfect specifications
for user interface controls,
including the states and
micro-interaction visual
changes.
Along with specifying the
GUI, I worked with
Monotype to create a new
font set for the embedded
and desktop software,
including design for new
mathematical operator
glyphs.

UX GUI Specs
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Interaction Design – TI-graphing calculator content applications

Problem:

Taking a set of disparate
features and expectations
and crafting an intuitive
and integrated experience.

Solution:

Although the majority of
my work is interaction
design – I have created
web, desktop, embedded,
mobile, print and physical
hardware designs – I’ll
highlight the work done
for Texas Instruments
Educational Technology. I
created apps that ran on
the calculator, desktop
apps for both Windows
and Apple Macintosh
platforms that managed
file transfer and creation of
content (flash cards,
quizzes, timelines), and
web portals for printbased lesson plans and
worksheets, and
accompanying calculator
files.

UX Interaction Design
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Interaction Design – TI-Nspire desktop and embedded software for handheld
Problem:

How to craft a consistent,
intuitive experience across
desktop and handheld.

Solution:

The TI Nspire solution
included both handheld
and desktop software. The
documents created on one
would be used seamlessly
on the other. Throw into
the mix that desktop
software was both
Windows and Macintosh,
and that the handheld was
both greyscale and color
(and with computer
algebra system [CAS] or
not) and QVGA led to
some interesting design
challenges. We also had a
‘teachers edition’ of the
desktop software with
additional features
including collation of
several student files at the
same time.

UX Cross Platform Design
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TI-Nspire handheld ‘Wired’ 8 of 10 rating…

Problem:

Introducing the next
generation calculator

Solution:

The result of all the user
centered design and
development challenges
was a ‘Wired’ product…
Incidentally, one may ask
with smartphones and
tablet ‘apps’ now, why a
dedicated handheld?
Indeed, an iOS app has
since been developed, but
the main reason for a
standalone is that it can be
used on standardized tests
like SAT and ACT, where
smartphones and tablets
cannot.
This requirement added
additional constraints to
the interaction design, e.g.
forbidding QWERTY
keyboard layout per testing
agency rules.
http://www.wired.com/reviews/2011/07/reviews_backtoschool/?pid=948

UX Feedback
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Interaction Design – TI-Nspire ancillary applications
Problem:

How to transfer
documents between the
handheld and desktop;
between teacher and
student.

Solution:

Wireless communication
on the handheld was
constrained by testing
agency rules and cost
factors, so applications for
browsing and syncing
documents between
handheld and desktop had
to be created.
I also worked on a
classroom product called
TI Navigator that involved
accessory ‘sleds’ to send
data wirelessly to the
teacher for collecting
assignments, and for realtime polling and testing.
This allowed the teacher to
send out a question and
score it immediately to
gauge student
understanding.

UX Systems Design
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Design Specifications
Problem:

How do you get
developers to build your
design?

Solution:

Throughout my career I’ve
created a lot of product
design specifications,
ranging in depth from one
page screen shot with
callouts on behavior, to
100+ page detailed
specifications with tracking
to requirement documents
and change requests.
The highly detailed
specifications are well
received by Quality
Assurance testers, who
appreciate knowing exactly
what interaction is
expected by the user.
However, there is a inverse
ratio of the number of
pages to the probability of
the thing being read by a
developer, which is why I
augment (or replace) specs
with prototypes…

UX Design Specs
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Problem:

Prototyping

How do you get
understanding and buy-in
for a design, as well as
feedback on usability?

Solution:

In my early career I worked
in ‘dynamic HTML’ as it was
known years before the
current HTML5/CSS/JS
standard. I’ve since used
tools such as Balsamiq,
Axure, Microsoft
Expression Blend, and even
PowerPoint to create ‘click
through’ prototypes for
usability testing and
stakeholder and developer
understanding. On the TI
Nspire project I did a lot of
‘pixel perfect’ Adobe
Photoshop screen designs
building on screen
captures of the existing
product with tweaks
layered on to show
product marketing ‘what if’
examples.

UX Prototyping
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Usability Test Preparation, Facilitation, Analysis, and Reporting
Problem:

How do you know if your
product is going to work?

Solution:

I have done formal
usability tests with a
dedicated lab (e.g. twoway mirror), a ‘lab in a box’
(in the video tape mixer
days!), and varying
degrees of formality with
laptop webcams, remote
using WebEx or
LiveMeeting, and just
paper prototypes and a
notebook for taking notes.
In addition to usability
testing, I have plenty of
experience with other upfront user research
techniques including
interviews, contextual
inquiry, and survey design.

UX Usability Testing
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Problem:

Research

What about <insert
frustrating technical issue
here>?

Solution:

UX Research
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Along with the standard
user research, task analysis,
and interaction design and
specification work typical
of projects, some projects
will require more advance
human computer
interaction research. For
the TI Nspire we had to
come up with a set of
colors that were distinctive
from each other in
grayscale as well as color.
We had to evaluate various
cursor control pads for
speed & accuracy.
Introducing a ‘mouse’-like
control on a handheld,
which used left-right-updown cursor control
before, introduced a
number of challenges. My
background in
experimental design
comes into play to both
identify the problem to be
resolved, and the means to
resolve it.
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Solution:

Questions?

Paul Daly – depth and
breadth in human centered
design.
Experience in large Fortune
500 and small startup
companies.
Worked in government,
financial, educational,
industrial, and internet
technology domains.
Desktop, mobile, web, and
hardware experience
Built and managed
successful UX teams and
ongoing practices.
pkdaly@yahoo.com
linkedin.com/in/pkdaly
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